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l. Let J(x) denote the set of integral-valued polynomials; it is well 
known that f(x) E J(x) if and only if it is of the form 
f(:r) =,~1 ar (~), 
where the ar are rational integers. Let K(x) denote the set of polynomials 
f(x) such that f(x) and all its derivations are integral-valued. STRAUS [5) 
has proved that f(x) E K(x) if and only if it is of the form 
f(x) =,t arCr (:), 
where the ar are integral and 
Cr = IT p[r/p] 
Pit 
(c0 =l). 
Next let M 1(x) denote the set of integral-valued polynomials f(x) such 
that 
(l) (f(x+m)- f(x))/m 
is integral-valued for all m> 1; DE BRUIJN [l) has proved that f(x) E M 1(x) 
if and only if it is of the form 
f(x) =,~ arLr (:), 
where the ar are integral, Lo = l and Lr is the least common multiple of 
l, 2, ... , r for r > l. 
For some related results see also REDEl and SzELE [3) and STRAUS [4]. 
It may be of interest to consider in addition to (l) higher differences. 
Let m1, ... , mk be arbitrary integers > l and define 
Llf(x) = f(x+~~- f(x), 
and generally 
(2) LJr-lj(x + m ) _ LJr-lj(x) LJrj(x) = r • 
mr 
Also let LJOf(x) = f(x). It is known [2, p. 2) that LJrf(x) is symmetric in 
m1, 000, mro 'Ve denote by M(x) the set of integral-valued polynomials 
f(x) such that 1:Jrj(x) is integral-valued for all r > 1 and all m1, .. 0, mr > l. 
If f(x) is an arbitrary polynomial of degree n in K(x) it is evident that 
iJf(x) = f(x+~-f(x) = i m;~1 .f<•l(x). 
s=l 
To show that iJf(x) E J(x) it is enough to note that mr-ljr! is integral 
(mod p) for all primes p dividing mo Moreover this argument shows that 
j(il(x + m)- j(J)(x) = ni ms~t f<s+f)(x) 
m s-1 8. 
is in J(x) for all j > Oo In other words 
(3) iJf(x) E K(x)o 
Now using (2), it is clear that (3) implies 
( 4) iJrf(x) E K(x) 
for all r> 1, 2, 3, .... Thus if f(x) E K(x) it follows that f(x) E M(x), so that 
(5) K(x) C M(x)o 
We show next that 
(6) M(x) C K(x)o 
Indeed let f(x) E M(x) and, to begin with, consider 
(7) f(x + m)- f(x) = f' (x) + .i m•~1 j<s) (x). 
m s=2 8o 
By hypothesis the left member of (7) is integral-valued for all m > l. 
Clearly we can pick m so that all the coefficients in the polynomial 
n ms-1 
fi(x) = I - 1 f<•l(x) 
s=2 8 · 
are integral. Thus /l(x) is integral-valued and therefore f'(x) is also integral 
valued. More generally if we consider iJkf(x) with 
we have 
m1 = 000 = mk = m, 
iJkf(x) == m-k I ( -- 1 )k-i (~) f(x + jm) 
i=O 7 
= m-k Jo (- 1 )k-1 (~) ,.to (j;~)r j<rl(x) 
= m-k I ~; j<rl(x) ± (- 1 )k-i (~) jro 
r=O J=O 7 
Since 
we get 
(8) 
where 
iJTcf(x) = .f<kl(x) -!- /Tc(x), 
(0~ T< k) 
(r=k), 
It mr·-},; fTc(X) ~ L -r-, ,t<rl(x) . iJTcQr. 
t=k-'-1 . 
As before we can pick m so that all the coefficients of /Tc(x) are integral. 
Then /Tc(x) is integral-valued. Since by hypothesis iJTcf(x) is integral-
valued it follows from (8) that f<Tcl(x) is also integral-valued. This evidently 
completes the proof of (6). 
Combining (5) and (6) we may state the following 
Theorem l. The polynomial classes .Llf(x) and K(x) are identical. 
Thus a polynomial f(x) has integral-valued derivatives ,t<rl(x) for all 
r = 0, l, 2, ... if and only if it has integral-valued differences LJrf(x) for all 
r--:;, 0 ·and all m~; ... , mr> l. 
2. Generalizing the definition of .Llft(x) above, we define .MAx) as the 
set of all integral-valued polynomials f(x) such that iJTcf(x) is integral-
valued for 1.;;; k.;;; r and m~; ... , mr;;;. 1. Similarly we let Kr(x) denote the 
set of integral-valued polynomials f(x) such that DTcf(x) is integral-valued 
for 1 .;;;k.;;;r. 
We shall show by an example that K1(x)¥=.il11(x); however we have 
(9) 
Indeed this result is implicit in the discussion following equation (7). 
It is also a consequence of the following result. 
Theorem 2. Let 
(10) f(x) = I ar (~) , 
·r=O 
where the a1· are integer8. 1'hen f'(x) 1:s integral-valued if and only if the 
numbers 
(ll) (O~k~n-1) 
are all integral. 
To prove this theorem we recall the formula 
f'(x) = i (- !)s-1 lJsf(x), 
s=l 
where now 
os.t(x) ,,. ± ( --l)s-1 C) f(x+j). 
i=O ) 
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Then using (l 0) we get 
f'( ') __ ~ (- l)s-1 £5s ~ (X) _ ~ ~ ( l)•-1 ( X ) _ n~1 (X) n:~j' ( -l)•-1 X-£.. 8 £.. ar r - £.. ar £..--8- 1'-8 - £.. k £.. -8-a·s+lc· 
s~1 r~o r~J s~J · k~O •~J 
Thus by (10) 
Consequently f'(x) is integral-valued if and only if all the b1c are integral. 
If we now assume that a8 is divisible by the least common multiple of 
the numbers l, 2, ... , s, it follows from (ll) that the b1c are all integral; 
this furnishes another proof of (9). 
As an example, we may cite the polynomial 
We have 
(xP -- x)P g(x) =~ -P- . 
, (xP- x) p-1 (pxP-1 -1) 
g (x) = pP 1 ' 
11 (XP-X)P-1 (XP-x)P-2(pxP-l. __ 1)2 g (x)=(p---1) +(p-l) . pP 2 · pP 1 • 
so that g(x) and g'(x) a.re integral-valued but g"(x) is not. Thus 
g(x) E K1(x), g(x) ff. K2(x); 
moreover it is easily verified that 
g(x) ff. M1(x). 
3. The formula (9) is a speCial case of 
(12) Mr(x) C Kr(X) (r= 1, 1, 2, 3, ... ). 
This result is implied by the proof of Theorem 1. 
We next observe that Theorem 2 can be restated in the following way. 
With the polynomial (10) we associate the polynomial 
n 
(13) f*(x) = 2 arxr 
r=O 
and put 
1 n-1 
f*(x) log ( 1 + ;;) = 2 c~cx!c. 
7o=-oo 
It then follows at once from Theorem 2 that f'(x) is integral-valued if and 
only if the coefficients co, c1, ... , Cn-1 are integral. 
We may now state the following more general result. 
Theorem 3. Put 
(14) 1 
n-r 
f* (x) logr ( l + :;:) == 2 ctlxlc, 
k= -co 
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where f*(x) is defined by (10) and (13). Then f(x) E Km(x) if and only if the 
coefficients 
m·e aU integral. 
Next for r> 1, n> 1 let 
(15) 
and put 
(16) 
the least common multiple of products of sets of Sj subject to (15). Then 
we have the 
Lemma. Let a be an integer. Then 
if and only if 
(17) 
We take 
11~1 = ... =me, = p, mc,+l = ... =me,= p2,... (p prime) 
and use the identity 
(18) 
Since the binomial coefficient 
(~~) == 0 (mod p) 
the necessity of (17) follows without much trouble. To prove the sufficiency 
we again employ (18) to get 
Thus it suffices to show that 
(19) 
is integral (mod p). If we rewrite (19) as 
(20) L!:l (m1 -1) (m' -1) 
81 ... 8r 81 - 1 · · · 8r -1 ' 
we see from the definition of L!:l that (20) is integral (mod p). 
An immediate consequence of the Lemma is 
:!!Hl 
Theorem 4. The polynomial f(x) E Mr(x) if and only if it is of the form 
(21) f(x) =Co+ .t CsL~rl e), 
where the CJ are integers. 
We remark that when r= l, L~l reduces to Ln. On the other hand, 
when r is unrestricted, L~l becomes 
IT p[n/rl, 
p~n 
so that, in view of Theorem l, Theorem 4 also includes Straus' result 
quoted above. 
Duke University 
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